[Attitude to death and control behavior of medical students--a cross sectional study].
Within the scope of a cross-section study the Fear of Death Questionnaire (Hensle 1977), the Semantic Differential of the term Death (Potthoff 1980) and the IPC questionnaire (Krampen 1981) were submitted to n = 186 first- and second-year medical students and to n = 151 third- and fourth-year medical students. This was to trace the question how far the attitude toward death and the locus of control of medical students vary in the course of their education. In comparison with most of other respective publications our paper did not show any significant changes of their attitude toward death and their locuis of control neither. After more detailed analysis of the data discerning consideration of the fear of death questionnaire mentioned above is to be demanded prior to further use in medical fields. At least in view of medical students it's value regarding the construct validity is to be questioned. Concerning the Semantic Differential at least one adjective pair should be eliminated in future.